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Introduction

• Projectified governance: “organizations and individuals 
across sectors involved in in temporary project-driven 
activities for the purpose of pursuing selected goals as 
well as the formal and informal institutions that guide 
these activities” 
– (Munck af Rosenschöld 2019; overviews of literature by 

Godenhjelm, Sjöblom, Jensen 2019, Fred 2018, 
Godenhjelm 2016, Burke and Morley 2016, Bakker et al 
2016). 

• What are the long-term results of projectified 
governance? 
– Practical effects and sustainability of results
– Regulative effects and transformative capacity of results



Theoretical background

• Projectification literature
– Mechanistic / organic projectification
– Participation: control over goals and activities
– Adaptive projectification?

• Policy learning literature
– A process and a result
– One of many relation within the policy field

• Knowledge transfer literature
– Lock-ins: mechanisms of binding TO-s with PO-s
– Culture of learning: informal mechanisms for learning
– Evaluation: formal mechanisms for learning



Research questions

• What does the project ecology (Grabher, 
2002, 2004) look like in terms of flows of 
power (accountability) and information 
(learning)? 

• What kinds of strategies for learning from TOs 
(Heikkila, Gerlak 2016) including culture and 
lock-ins are in place? 



Data sources and analysis

• Focus on environmental programs

– Executive agency for Small And Medium Sized 
Enterprises (EASME) program LIFE 

– Estonian Science Council (ESC) program RITA

– Environmental Investment Center (EIC) 
environmental program

• Interviews and document analysis



Flows of control and learning
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Strategies for policy learning

EIC LIFE RITA

Participation Low level of autonomy, rigid 
guidelines for goals and 
activities.

High level of autonomy in 
setting goals for applicants, 
regulators can influence 
decisions indirectly.

Intense trilateral 
negotiations for project 
goals, special gatekeepers in 
place (science advisors).

Lock-ins No lock-ins Direct through agreement 
letters, indirect through lead 
committee

Agreements for policy 
change during project 
design; yet possibility for 
failure

Absorptive capacity of PO No culture of learning 
encouraged

Culture of learning 
encouraged by events for 
applicants and 
administrators

Culture of learning 
encouraged by events for 
science advisors

Control and evaluation Quantitative and very rigid, 
court litigations frequent.

Goal oriented and flexible, 
including ex-post evaluation. 

Constant co-operation in 
evaluating project process 
and results

Policy learning Low. Ex-post evaluation not 
public and its use limited. 
Contact with regulators 
sparse to non-existent. 

Medium and non-systematic. 
Depends on projects, 
informal contacts and 
learning. No formal contact 
between regulators and 
evaluators.

High. Guaranteed by formal 
agreements, enforced by 
science advisors.

Projectification Mechanistic Organic Integrative



Integrative projectification

• “There has to be some kind of cooperation. Only 
ministries cannot decide and only scientists 
cannot decide [how a project should be run]. So 
therefore the role of science advisors is 
important. They have to meet with science 
institutions and collect their ideas… and discuss 
these ideas with leadership [of ministries] and 
see what hooks with their strategic interest. It is 
not good in one way or another, so we have to 
use a combined approach.” 
– (Head of RITA program)



Conclusion

• Long-term results depend on project 
integration 

– Participation: control  ownership

– Lock-ins: agreements and gatekeepers

– Culture of learning: networking

– Evaluation: goal oriented

• Broader question: what kind of systemic risk 
does lack of integration involve?


